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Abstract. We present an algorithm that finds trees with at least k leaves in
undirected and directed graphs. These problems are known as Maximum Leaf
Spanning Tree for undirected graphs, and, respectively, Directed Maximum
Leaf Out-Tree and Directed Maximum Leaf Spanning Out-Tree in the
case of directed graphs.
The run time of our algorithm is O(poly(|V |) + 4kk2) on undirected graphs, and
O(4k|V | · |E|) on directed graphs. Currently, the fastest algorithms for these prob-
lems have run times of O(poly(n) + 6.75kpoly(k)) and 2O(k log k)poly(n), respec-
tively.
1 Introduction
In this paper we consider the graph theoretical problem of finding trees and
spanning trees in graphs, so that their number of leaves is maximal. To be more
precise, given a graph G and a number k, we are to find a (spanning) tree
with at least k leaves. For undirected graphs, the terms tree and spanning tree
are common. The terms translate to out-tree and spanning out-tree on directed
graphs. Here, a (spanning) out-tree is a rooted tree, such that every leaf (every
node of G) can be reached from the root via a directed path within this tree.
Being a problem that has many practical applications, e.g., in network de-
sign [10, 18, 21, 24], it is already widely studied with regard to its complexity
and approximability. All versions are APX-hard [15] and there is a polynomial
time 2-approximation for undirected graphs [23] and a 3-approximation in almost
linear time [20]. On cubic graphs, a 3/2-approximation was found recently [8].
In the area of parameterized algorithms, the Maximum Leaf Spanning
Tree problem is very prominent. Parameterized complexity theory is an ap-
proach to explore whether hard problems can be solved exactly with a run time
that comes close to polynomial time on well-behaved instances. Formally, a pa-
rameterized problem L is a set of pairs (I, k) where I is an instance and k the
parameter. A parameterized problem L is called fixed parameter tractable and
belongs to the complexity class FPT if there is an algorithm that decides mem-
bership of L in time f(k)poly(|I|), where f is an arbitrary function. If the param-
eter is small, such an algorithm can be quite efficient in spite of the NP-hardness
of the problem — in particular if f is a moderately exponential function.
The parameterized version of the undirected case is defined as follows:
Maximum Leaf Spanning Tree (MLST)
Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E), a positive integer k
Parameter: k
Question: Does G have a spanning tree with at least k leaves?
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It is long known that MLST ∈ FPT because a graph G contains a k-leaf
spanning tree iff G has K1,k (a k-star) as a minor [13]. However, the proof uses
the graph minor theorem from Robertson and Seymour [22] and only proves the
existence of an algorithm with running time f(k)|V |3.
The first explicit algorithm is due to Bodlaender [3], who uses the fact that
G does contain K1,k as a minor if its treewidth is larger than wk, a value that
depends on k. The algorithm hence tests if the treewidth of G is bigger than w.
In this case, the algorithm directly answers yes. Otherwise, it uses dynamic pro-
gramming on a small tree decomposition of G. The overall run time is roughly
O((17k4)! |G|).
In the following years, the run time of algorithms deciding MLST was im-
proved further to O((2k)4kpoly(|G|)) by Downey and Fellows [11], and to O(|G|+
14.23kk) by Fellows, McCartin, Rosamond, and Stege [14].
The latter was the first algorithm with an exponential f(k) and the first
algorithm that employs a small problem kernel : In polynomial time an instance
(G, k) of MLST is reduced to an equivalent instance (G′, k′) with |G′| ≤ f(k) and
k′ ≤ g(k). Note that the existence of a small problem kernel for a parameterized
problem implies that the respective problem is in FPT.
Bonsma, Brueggemann, and Woeginger [5] use an involved result from ex-
tremal graph theory by Linial and Sturtevant [19], and Kleitman and West [17] to
bound the number of nodes that can possibly be leaves by 4k. A brute force check
for each k-subset of these 4k nodes yields a run time bound ofO(|V |3+9.4815kk3).
A new problem kernel of size 3.75k by Estivill-Castro, Fellows, Langston, and
Rosamond [12] improves the exponential factor of this algorithm to 8.12k [4].
The currently best known algorithm for MLST is due to Bonsma and Zick-
feld [9], who reduce the instance to a graph without certain subgraphs called
diamonds and blossoms that admit a better extremal result, obtaining a run
time bound of O(poly(|V |) + 6.75kpoly(k)).
In the directed case, we have to distinguish between the two following vari-
ants:
Directed Maximum Leaf Out-Tree (DMLOT)
Input: A directed graph G = (V,E), a positive integer k
Parameter: k
Question: Does G contain a rooted out-tree with at least k leaves?
Directed Maximum Leaf Spanning Out-Tree (DMLST)
Input: An directed graph G = (V,E), a positive integer k
Parameter: k
Question: Does G have a spanning tree with at least k leaves?
While it is easy to see that a k-leaf tree in an undirected graph can always be
extended to a k-leaf spanning tree, this is not the case for directed graphs that
are not strongly connected (see Figure 1 [6]).
For both of these problems, membership in FPT was discovered only recently,
since neither the graph minor theorem by Robertson and Seymour in its current
shape, nor the method used by Bodlaender, nor the extremal results by Kleitman-
West are applicable for directed graphs.
In the case of DMLOT, Alon, Fomin, Gutin, Krivelevich, and Saurabh [2]
proved an extremal result for directed graphs, so that either an k-leaf out-tree
Fig. 1. A graph containing a 3-leaf out-tree, but no 3-leaf spanning tree.
exists, or the pathwidth of the underlying graph is bounded by 2k2. This allows
dynamic programming, so that an overall run time bound of 2O(k
2 log k)poly(|V |)
can be achieved, answering the long open question whether DMLOT is fixed
parameter tractable. They could further improve this [1] to 2O(k log
2 k)poly(|V |)
and, if G is acyclic, to 2O(k log k)poly(|V |).
The more important question, if DMLST ∈ FPT, remained open. Only very
recently, Bonsma and Dorn [6] were able to answer this question in the affirma-
tive. Their approach is based on pathwidth and dynamic programming as well
and yields a run time bound of 2O(k
3 log k)poly(|V |). In a subsequent paper [7],
they proved that a run time of 2O(k log k)poly(|V |) suffices to solve both, DMLOT
and DMLST.
The current state of affairs can be summarized as follows: While algorithms
for MLST can already be considered efficient for sufficiently small values of k,
today’s algorithm for directed graphs are still far from being practical.
Our contribution
Recall that in the directed case a k-leaf out-tree cannot necessarily be extended
to a k-leaf spanning out-tree even if G does contain a spanning out-tree (see
Figure 1). Therefore previous algorithms for DMLOT cannot solve DMLST
even with small modifications. In this paper, we show that a k-leaf out-tree with
root r can always be extended to a k-leaf spanning out-tree if G does contain a
spanning out-tree rooted in r.
We develop a new algorithm that — in contrast to the prior approaches based
on extremal graph theory — grows an out-tree from the root and therefore solves
both DMLOT and DMLST. The algorithm recursively selects and tries two of
the many possible ways to extend the tree. We prove that at least one of these
recursive calls finds a k-leaf tree, if such a tree exists. The number of recursive
calls can be bounded by 4k. The same algorithm can be used to solve MLST.
2 Preliminaries
Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let n := |V | and m := |E| be the number of
vertices and edges, respectively. If G is undirected, we call a (spanning) tree T in
G a k-leaf (spanning) tree iff T has at least k leaves. If G is a directed graph, a
rooted out-tree T is a tree in G, such that T has a unique root r = root(T ), and
each vertex in T can be reached by a unique directed path from r in T . A k-leaf
out-tree is an out-tree with at least k leaves, and a k-leaf spanning out-tree is a
k-leaf out-tree that is also a spanning out-tree.
In this paper, we do not distinguish between directed and undirected graphs
except when explicitly stated. The results and the algorithm can easily be trans-
ferred from directed graphs to undirected graphs and vice versa — in particular,
if undirected graphs are seen as symmetric directed graphs, where every edge has
an reverse edge. Such a representation is commonly used by algorithmic graph
libraries like LEDA. Edges are therefore denoted by (u, v). Without loss of gen-
erality (k > 2 or n 6= 2), trees in undirected graphs are assumed to be rooted,
and we use terms tree and spanning tree for out-tree and spanning out-tree.
Let T be a tree in G. V (T ) denotes the set of nodes of T , E(T ) the set
of edges of T . The root, leaves, and inner nodes of T are denoted by root(T ),
leaves(T ) and inner(T ) := V (T ) \ leaves(T ), respectively.
We denote by N(v) := {u ∈ V | (v, u) ∈ E } the set of all neighbors of v ∈ V ,
N [v] := N(v) ∪ {v}, and for U ⊆ V we let N(U) :=
⋃
u∈U N(u). For a tree T
and v ∈ V , we set NT (v) := N(v) \ V (T ). Similarly, NT (U) := N(U) \ V (T ) for
U ⊆ V .
For v ∈ V , let Tv := (N [v],
⋃
u∈N(v){(v, u)}) be the star rooted in v that
contains all neighbors of v.
Recall that our algorithm grows a tree from the root. To do so, the algorithm
further distinguishes between leaves of trees that will be leaves in the final k-
leaf tree (R), and leaves that are still allowed to become inner nodes (B), when
the tree is extended by the algorithm. This extension consists of the complete
remaining neighborhood of the particular node. The resulting tree T will be
such that each inner node has all of its neighbors in V (T ). We call such trees
inner-maximal trees.
Definition 1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, and let T be a tree. If N(inner(T )) ⊆
V (T ), we call T an inner-maximal tree. A leaf-labeled tree is a 3-tuple (T,R,B),
such that T is a tree, and R and B form a partition of leaves(T ). (T,R,B) is an
inner-maximal leaf-labeled tree, if T is inner-maximal.
For trees T 6= T ′, we say T ′ extends T , denoted by T ′ ≻ T , iff root(T ′) =
root(T ) and T is an induced subgraph of T ′. If (T,R,B) is a leaf-labeled tree and
T ′ is a tree such that T ′ ≻ T and R ⊆ leaves(T ′) (R-colored leaves of T remain
leaves in T ′), we say T ′ is an leaf-preserving extension of (T,R,B), denoted by
T ′ ≻ (T,R,B). We say a leaf-labeled tree (T ′, R′, B′) extends a leaf-labeled tree
(T,R,B), denoted by (T ′, R′, B′) ≻ (T,R,B), iff T ′ ≻ (T,R,B).
Lemma 1. Let (T,R,B) be an inner-maximal leaf-labeled tree, and T ′ ≻ (T,R,B)
a leaf-preserving extension of (T,R,B). Then B 6= ∅.
Proof. Since T 6= T ′, there is x ∈ V (T ′) with x /∈ V (T ). Let x1 := root(T ) =
root(T ′) and consider the path x1, . . . , xl with x = xl from x1 to x in T . Since
x = xl /∈ V (T ), there is some i such that xi ∈ V (T ) and xi+1 6∈ V (T ). Since
T ≺ T ′, xi is a leaf in T and hence xi ∈ leaves(T ) = R ∪B. On the other hand,
xi ∈ inner(T
′), and with R ⊆ leaves(T ′), we have xi ∈ B.
3 k-Leaf Trees versus k-Leaf Spanning Trees
In this section, we show when and how k-leaf trees can be extended to k-leaf
spanning trees. For this to work, remember that we consider trees with at least
k leaves. In particular, we allow that the resulting spanning tree has more leaves
than the originating k-leaf tree. While Lemma 2 can be considered folklore,
Lemma 3 is a new contribution that significantly eases our search for k-leaf
spanning trees in directed graphs.
Lemma 2. A connected, undirected graph G = (V,E) contains a k-leaf tree iff
G contains a k-leaf spanning tree. Furthermore, each k-leaf tree can be expanded
to a k-leaf spanning tree in time O(n+m).
Proof. Let T be a tree in G with at least k leaves, and let l := |V − V (T )| be
the number of nodes that are not part of T . If l = 0, then T is a spanning tree
with at least k leaves. If otherwise l > 0, choose u ∈ V (T ) and v ∈ NT (V (T )),
such that u and v are adjacent. Let T ′ := T + {u, v}. It is easy to see that T ′
has at least as many leaves as T . Furthermore, this operation can efficiently be
done with a breadth-first-search on G starting in V (T ), and hence after at most
O(n+m) steps a spanning tree with at least k leaves can be constructed from T .
In the undirected case, it is therefore sufficient to search for an arbitrary tree
with at least k leaves. If an explicit k-leaf spanning tree is asked for, the k-leaf
tree can then be expanded to a spanning tree using an efficient postprocessing
operation.
Lemma 2 is, however, not applicable for directed graphs, as seen in Figure 1:
It is easy to see that this graph contains an out-tree with three leaves, but the
unique spanning out-tree contains only one leaf. If we fix the root of the trees,
we obtain the following weaker result for directed graphs.
Lemma 3. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. If G contains a k-leaf spanning
out-tree rooted in r, then any k-leaf out-tree rooted in r can be expanded to a
k-leaf spanning out-tree of G in time O(n+m).
Proof. Let T be an out-tree that has at least k leaves, let x1 := r be its root, and
let l := |V −V (T )| be the number of nodes that are not in T . If l = 0, then T is a
spanning out-tree for G with at least k leaves. If l > 0, choose x ∈ V −V (T ) and
consider a path x1, x2, . . . , xs with xs = x from x1 to x. Since G has a spanning
tree rooted in r = x1, such a path must exist in G. Furthermore, x /∈ V (T ) and
hence there is 1 ≤ i ≤ s such that xi ∈ V (T ) and xj /∈ U for each j = i+1, . . . , s.
It is easy to see that by adding the path xi, . . . , xs to T , the number of leaves does
not decrease. Repeating this procedure yields a spanning out-tree for G that has
at least k leaves. Again, this can be efficiently done with a breadth-first-search
on G, which starts in T and takes time at most O(n +m). See Figure 2 for an
illustration.
4 The Algorithm
In this section, we introduce Algorithm 1, which given an inner-maximal leaf-
labeled tree (T,R,B) recursively decides whether there is a k-leaf tree T ′ 
(T,R,B). Informally, the algorithm works as follows: Choose a node u ∈ B and
recursively test whether there is a solution where u is a leaf, or whether there is
a solution where u is an inner node. In the first case, u is moved from B to the
set of fixed leaves R, so that they are preserved in solutions T ′. In the second
case, u is considered an inner node and all of its outgoing edges to nodes in
NT (u) are added to T . The upcoming Lemma 4 guarantees that at least one of
these two branches is successful, if a solution exists at all. In the special case
that |NT (u)| ≤ 1, we can skip the latter of the two branches by Lemma 5 and
r = x1 r = x1
xi
xi+1
x = xs
r = x1
Fig. 2. How to extend a k-leaf out-tree into a k-leaf spanning out-tree: For the ease of illustra-
tion, we do not show all the edges in G. A 4-leaf out-tree is depicted in the first figure. The
second figure shows an arbitrary spanning out-tree, we chose one with two leaves. We can enrich
the first out-tree with edges from the spanning out-tree so that all nodes are covered.
Corollary 1. Please note that the resulting algorithm is basically the same for
directed and undirected graphs.
Lemma 4. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, (T,R,B) a leaf-labeled tree, and x ∈ B.
1. If there is no k-leaf tree T ′, such that T ′  (T,R ∪ {x}, B \ {x}), then all
k-leaf trees T ′ with T ′  (T,R,B) have x ∈ inner(T ′).
2. If there is a k-leaf tree T ′, such that T ′  (T,R,B) and x ∈ inner(T ′), then
there is also a k-leaf tree T ′′  (T+{ (x, u) | u ∈ NT (x) }, R,NT (x)∪B\{x}).
Proof. 1. Let T ′ be a k-leaf tree, such that T ′  (T,R,B), i.e., T ′ is a leaf-
preserving extension of T . Then either x ∈ inner(T ′) or x ∈ leaves(T ′). If x ∈
leaves(T ′), then T ′ is also a leaf-preserving extension of (T,R ∪ {x}, B \ {x}).
2. Let T ′ be a k-leaf tree, such that T ′  (T,R,B) and x ∈ inner(T ′). First
note that NT (x) 6= ∅, because x ∈ inner(T
′) and T is an induced subgraph of
T ′. Hence consider arbitrary y ∈ NT (x). If y /∈ V (T
′), then we can construct
a k-leaf tree T ′′ from T ′ by adding y and the edge (x, y). If y ∈ V (T ′), but
(x, y) /∈ E(T ′), consider the unique path x1, x2, . . . , xi, y from x1 := root(T
′) to
y in T ′. We can now replace the edge (xi, y) with (x, y) without decreasing the
number of leaves in T ′: x is inner node in T ′ by definition, and y ∈ leaves(T ′)
implies y ∈ leaves(T ′′). Furthermore, the connectivity of T ′ remains intact. See
Figure 3 for an example. Doing so iteratively for all neighbors y of x yields
a k-leaf tree T ′′ with { (x, u) | u ∈ NT (x) } ⊆ E(T
′′). Therefore we obtain
T ′′  (T + { (x, u) | u ∈ NT (x) }, R,NT (x) ∪B \ {x}).
The algorithm furthermore does only fix some node x as an inner node, if this
will result in a tree that has at least two new leaves. Hence, paths are followed
until at least two new nodes have been found.
Lemma 5. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, (T,R,B) a leaf-labeled tree and x ∈ B
with NT (x) = {y}. If there is no k-leaf tree that extends (T,R ∪ {x}, B \ {x}),
then there is no k-leaf tree that extends (T + (x, y), R ∪ {y}, B \ {x}).
Proof. Assume T ′ is a k-leaf tree that extends (T + (x, y), R ∪ {y}, B \ {x}).
Since in particular T ′ ≻ T + (x, y) ≻ T , y is the only child of x in T ′, and since
T ′ ≻ (T + (x, y), R ∪ {y}, B \ {x}), y is leaf in T ′. Hence y can be removed from
T ′, obtaining a k-leaf tree T ′′ with x ∈ leaves(T ′′), i.e., T ′′ ≻ (T,R∪{x}, B\{x}).
Algorithm 1 A fast algorithm for maximum leaf problems.
Algorithm MaxLeaf:
Input: Graph G = (V, E), an inner-maximal leaf-labeled tree (T, R, B), k ∈ N
Output: Is there a k-leaf tree T ′  (T, R, B)?
01: if |R|+ |B| ≥ k then return “yes”
02: if B = ∅ then return “no”
03: Choose u ∈ B.
// Try branch where u is a leaf
04: if MaxLeaf(G, T, R ∪ {u}, B \ {u}, k) then return “yes”
// If u is not a leaf, it must be inner node in all extending solutions
05: B := B \ {u}
06: N := N
T
(u)
07: T := T ∪ { (u, u′) | u′ ∈ N }
// follow paths, see Lemma 5
08: while |N | = 1 do
09: u := v ∈ N
10: N := N
T
(u)
11: T := T ∪ { (u, u′) | u′ ∈ N }
12: done
// Do not branch if no neighbors left, see Corollary 1
13: if N = ∅ then return “no”.
14: return MaxLeaf(G, T, R,B ∪N, k)
Corollary 1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, (T,R,B) a leaf-labeled tree and x ∈ B
with NT (x) = ∅. If there is a k-leaf tree that extends (T,R,B), there is a k-leaf
tree that extends (T,R ∪ {x}, B \ {x}).
Proof. Let T ′ be a k-leaf tree that extends (T,R,B). It is x ∈ leaves(T ). Since
NT (x) = ∅, we have N(x) ⊆ V (T ) ⊆ V (T
′). For each y ∈ N(x), there is z ∈ V (T )
with (z, x) ∈ E(T ), and E(T ) ⊆ E(T ′). In particular, (x, y) /∈ E(T ′), since T ′ is
a tree. Hence x ∈ leaves(T ′) and T ′ ≻ (T,R ∪ {x}, B \ {x}).
Lemma 6. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and let k > 2. If G does not con-
tain a k-leaf tree, MaxLeaf(G,Tv , ∅,N(v), k) returns “no” for each v ∈ V .
If G contains a k-leaf tree rooted in r, Algorithm 1 returns “yes” if called as
MaxLeaf(G,Tr, ∅, N(r), k).
Proof. We first show that all subsequent calls to MaxLeaf are always given
an inner-maximal leaf-labeled tree: The star Tv is inner-maximal, and hence
(Tv, ∅, N(v)) is an inner-maximal leaf-labeled tree. Let (T,R,B) be the inner-
maximal tree given as argument to MaxLeaf. The algorithm chooses x ∈ B
and either fixes it as a leaf or as an inner node. If x becomes a leaf, then (T,R∪
{x}, B \ {x}) ≻ (T,R,B) is inner-maximal. If otherwise x becomes inner node,
a tree T ′ is obtained from T by adding the nodes in NT (x) as children of x, so
that they are leaves. Since N(x) ⊆ V (T ′) and N(inner(T ′)) = N(inner(T )) ∪
N(x) ⊆ V (T ) ∪ N(x) = V (T ′), the new tree T ′ is inner-maximal, and so is
(T ′, R,NT (x)∪B \ {x}). This step might be repeated l times while |NT (x)| = 1,
so that we obtain a sequence of leaf-labeled trees (T,R,B) ≺ (T ′, R′, B′) ≺
· · · ≺ (T (l+1), R(l+1), B(l+1)), each of them being inner-maximal for the same
reason. Therefore, MaxLeaf is called with an inner-maximal leaf-labeled tree
(T (l+1), R(l+1), B(l+1)).
r = x1
x
y1
y2 y3
y4
r = x1
x
y1
y2 y3
y4
r = x1
x
y1
y2 y3
y4
Fig. 3. The exchange argument (Lemma 4): The first figure shows a leaf-labeled tree (T, R,B)
with x ∈ B. The neighborhood of x, N
T
(x), is shown with dashed edges. The second figure
shows a 5-leaf tree T ′ ≻ (T, R, B), but different choices for edges originating in x have been
made: y1 is not in T
′ at all, and different paths to y3 and y4, respectively, have been chosen.
The third figure shows how the T ′ can be modified so that all y ∈ N
T
(x) are children of x. This
modification does not decrease the number of leaves in T ′: y1 becomes a new leaf; no changes
are made to the edge (x, y2), y3 remains inner node, and y4 remains leaf, although it is now
connected through x.
Whenever MaxLeaf(G,T,R,B, k) returns “yes”, T is a tree in G with
|leaves(T )| = |R ∪ B| = |R| + |B| ≥ k. Therefore, G does contain a k-leaf
tree and the algorithm never answers “yes” on no-instances.
If otherwise G contains a k-leaf tree rooted in r, we use induction over ≻ as
follows: Under the hypothesis that (T,R,B) is an inner-maximal leaf-labeled tree,
such that there is a k-leaf tree T ′  (T,R,B), we prove: Either T = T ′, or there
are (T ′′′, R′′′, B′′′) and (T ′′, R′′, B′′), such that T ′′′ is a k-leaf tree, (T ′′′, R′′′, B′′′) 
(T ′′, R′′, B′′) ≻ (T,R,B) and MaxLeaf is called with (T ′′, R′′, B′′). Since G is
finite, eventually MaxLeaf is called with a k-leaf leaf-labeled tree and returns
“yes”.
Let r be the root of some k-leaf tree T in G. Since k > 2, r ∈ inner(T ).
Consider T ′ = ({r}, ∅). Then (T ′, ∅, {r}) is a leaf-labeled tree, and trivially T ≻
(T ′, ∅, {r}). By Lemma 4, then there is also a k-leaf tree T ′′ ≻ (Tr, ∅,N(r)).
We hence may now consider an arbitrary inner-maximal leaf-labeled tree
(T,R,B) that is given a argument to MaxLeaf, such that there is a k-leaf tree
T ′  (T,R,B). If |leaves(T )| = |R ∪ B| ≥ k, then (T,R,B) already is a k-leaf
tree in G and the algorithm correctly returns “yes”.
Otherwise, B 6= ∅ by Lemma 1 since (T,R,B) is inner-maximal. Fix an
arbitrary x ∈ B. By Lemma 4,
1. there is a k-leaf tree T ′′  (T,R ∪ {x}, B \ {x}), or
2. there is a k-leaf tree T ′′  (T + { (x, u) | u ∈ NT (x) }, R,NT (x) ∪B \ {x}).
We first assume the first case is true. Then T ′′  (T,R ∪ {u}, B \ {u}) ≻
(T,R,B) and the call to MaxLeaf(G,T,R ∪ {u}, B \ {u}, k) does satisfy the
induction hypothesis for the next induction step. If however the first case is false,
we know by Lemma 4, that since there is at least one k-leaf tree that extends
(T,R,B) (namely T ′  (T,R,B)), there is also a k-leaf tree T ′′′  (R,B \
{x} ∪NR,B,I(x), I ∪ {x}). Furthermore, by Lemma 5 there is a unique sequence
of vertices v0, v1, . . . , vl and leaf-labeled trees (T0, R0, B0), . . . , (Tl, Rl, Bl), such
that v0 = x, (T0, R0, B0) = (T,R,B), and
1. (Ti+1, Ri+1, Bi+1) = (Ti + (vi, vi+1), Ri, Bi ∪NTi(vi)),
2. NTi(vi) = {vi+1} for 0 ≤ i < l,
3. |NTl(vl)| 6= 1, and
4. for each 0 ≤ i ≤ l there is a k-leaf tree T ′i  (Ti, Ri, Bi, Ii).
By Corollary 1, we have NTl(vl) 6= ∅, i.e., the algorithm does not return “no”.
Hence the algorithm recursively calls itself as MaxLeaf(G,Tl, Rl, Bl, k), where
(Tl, Rl, Bl) satisfies the induction hypothesis.
Lemma 7. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and v ∈ V . The number of recursive calls
of Algorithm 1 when called as MaxLeaf(G,Tv , ∅,N(v), k) for v ∈ V is bounded
by O(22k−|N(v)|) = O(4k).
Proof. Consider a potential function Φ(k,R,B) := 2k − 2|R| − |B|.
When MaxLeaf is called with a leaf-labeled tree (T,R,B), the algorithm
recursively calls itself at most two times: In the first branch some vertex u ∈ B is
fixed as a leaf and the algorithm calls itself as MaxLeaf(G,T,R∪{u}, B\{u}, k).
The potential decreases by Φ(k,R,B)− Φ(k,R ∪ {u}, B \ {u}) = 1.
The while loop in lines 8–12 does not change the size of B. If, however,
line 14 of the algorithm is reached, we have |N | ≥ 2. Here, the recursive call
is MaxLeaf(G,T ′, R,B \ {u} ∪N, k) for some tree T ′, and hence the potential
decreases by Φ(k,R,B)− Φ(k,R,B \ {u} ∪N) ≥ 1.
Note that Φ(k,R,B) ≤ 0 implies |R + B| ≥ k. Since the potential decreases
by at least 1 in each recursive call, the height of the search tree is therefore at
most Φ(k,R,B) ≤ 2k. For arbitrary inner-maximal leaf-labeled trees (T,R,B),
the number of recursive calls is hence bounded by 2Φ(k,R,B).
In the very first call, we already have |B| = |N(v)|. Hence we obtain a bound
of 2Φ(∅,N(v)) = O(22k−|N(v)|) = O(4k).
Theorem 1. MLST can be solved in time O(poly(n) + 4k · k2).
Proof. Let G = (V,E). As Estivill-Castro et al. have shown [12], there is a
problem kernel of size 3.75k = O(k) for MLST, which can be computed in a
preprocessing that requires time poly(n). Hence, n = |V | = O(k).
Without loss of generality, we assume G is connected and k > 2. We do not
know, which node v ∈ V suffices as a root, so we need to iterate over possible
roots. Since k > 2, it is easy to see that either some v ∈ V or one of its neighbors
is root of some k-leaf spanning tree, if any k-leaf spanning tree T exists at all: If
v ∈ leaves(T ), the unique predecessor u of v in T is an inner node u ∈ inner(T ).
By choosing a node of minimum degree, we obtain the best run time bounds.
Let v ∈ V be a node of minimum degree. We need to call MaxLeaf with
parameters (G,Tu, R,N(u), k) for all u ∈ N [v]. By Lemma 6, these calls suffice
to solve MLST: If G contains a k-leaf tree, at least one of those u is a root
of some k-leaf tree, and hence the respective call to MaxLeaf returns “yes”.
Otherwise each call returns “no”.
By Lemma 7, the total number of recursive calls is bounded by
O(2Φ(k,∅,N(v))) +
∑
u∈N(v)
O(2Φ(k,∅,N(u))) = O((d+ 1)22k−d) = O(4k
d+ 1
2d
).
It remains to show that the number of operations in each recursive call is
bounded by O(n2) = O(k2). We can assume the sets V , E, V (T ), E(T ), R, and
B are realized as doubled linked lists and an additional per-vertex membership
flag is used, so that a membership test and insert and delete set operations only
require constant time each.
Hence lines 1–3 and computing the new sets in lines 4 and 5 takes constant
time. Computing NT (u) and the new tree T takes time O(k), since u has only up
to k neighbors, which are tested for membership in V (T ) in constant time. The
while loop is executed at most once per vertex u ∈ V . Each execution of the while
loop can be done in constant time as well, since |NT (u)| = 1. Concatenating N
to B in line 14 takes constant time, but updating the B-membership flag for each
v ∈ N takes up to k steps.
At this point we have shown that the overall number of operations required
to decide whether G contains a k-leaf tree is bounded by O(poly(n) + 4k · k2).
By Lemma 2, each k-leaf tree can be extended to a spanning tree with at least
k leaves, so MLST can be solved in the same amount of time.
Note that Algorithm 1 can easily be modified to return a k-leaf (spanning)
tree in G within the same run time bound. In this case, an additional O(n+m)
postprocessing is required to expand the k-leaf tree to a k-leaf spanning tree.
Theorem 2. DMLOT and DMLST can be solved in time O(4knm).
Proof. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. We first consider DMLOT: If G
contains a k-leaf out-tree rooted in r, MaxLeaf(G,Tr , ∅,N(r), k) returns “yes”
by Lemma 6. Otherwise, MaxLeaf(G,Tv , ∅,N(v), k) returns “no” for all v ∈ V .
We do not know r, so we need to iterate over all v ∈ V . By Lemma 7, the total
number of recursive calls is therefore bounded by
∑
v∈V
O(2Φ(k,∅,N(v))) = O(n · 22k) = O(4kn).
What remains to show is that only O(n+m) = O(m) operations are performed on
average on each call of MaxLeaf. Consider one complete path in the recursion
tree: It is easy to see, that each vertex v ∈ V occurs at most once as the respective
u in either lines 6 or 10. In particular each edge (v,w) is visited at most once per
path when computing NT (u). Therefore, the overall run time to solve DMLOT
is bounded by O(4k · nm).
To prove the run time bound for DMLST, the algorithm must be slightly
modified in line 1. Here, it may only return “yes” if the leaf-labeled out-tree
(T,R,B) can be extended to a k-leaf spanning out-tree. By Lemma 3, each k-
leaf out-tree that shares the same root with some k-leaf spanning out-tree can
be extended to a k-leaf spanning out-tree in time O(n +m) = O(m). Thus the
run time remains bounded by O(4k · nm).
Conclusion
We solve open problems [7, 16] on whether there exist ckpoly(n)-time algorithms
for the k-leaf out-tree and k-leaf spanning out-tree problems on directed graphs.
Our algorithms for DMLOT and DMLST have a run time of O(4k|V ||E|), which
is a significant improvement over the currently best bound of 2O(k log k)poly(|V |).
Since the undirected case is easier, has a linear size problem kernel, and
the root of some k-leaf tree can be found faster, we can solve MLST in time
O(poly(|V |)+4k ·k2), where poly(|V |) is the time to compute the problem kernel
of size 3.75k. This improves over the currently best algorithm with a run time of
O(poly(|V |) + 6.75kpoly(k)).
The question by Michael Fellows et al. from the year 2000 [14] whether there
will ever be a parameterized algorithm for MLST with running time f(k)poly(n),
where f(50) < 1020 unfortunately remains open, but the gap is not so big any-
more.
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